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Let { V,; n 2 1) be a sequence of random elements in a separable normed linear 
space E, uniformly dominated by a random variable V. Let { Ank; k = 1, 2, . . . . n; 
n > 1 } be a triangular array of random variables. In this paper, conditions for the 
convergence of x:; =, A,, Vk to zero (in probability and completely) are obtained. 
No geometric condition on ,!? is imposed. fD 1988 Academic PXSS, Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
If E denotes a separable normed linear space with norm 1) .I), and 
(52, A, P) is a probability space, a random element V in E is a function 
from B into E which is A-measurable with respect to the Bore1 subsets of 
E. A random variable is a random element in R, he reads. 
A sequence of random elements {V,> in E is said to be uniformly 
dominated by a random variable X (or by a random element V) if, for each 
x > 0, 
or 
for every n 2 1 
~cll~~ll~~l~‘pcll~II~~l for every n 2 1, respectively. 
This condition was introduceh by Rohatgi [3 J in order to weaken the 
classic requirement of identical distribution of a sequence of random 
variables. 
In this paper, two results of convergence (in probability and completely) 
for randomly weighted sums of random elements in a normed linear space 
without geometric conditions are established. The limit theorems obtained 
are always refered to the convergence in the norm topology. 
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These theorems extend the original results of Rohatgi for weighted sums 
of random variables, in the way followed by Bozorgnia, Bhaskara Rao, and 
Taylor. 
The basic techniques that we use in the proofs are close to Taylor’s, but 
we do not need conditions of convexity on the space where the random 
elements take values. 
2. CONVERGENCE IN PROBABILITY 
Rohatgi [3] stated a well-known result of convergence in probability for 
sums, weighted by constants, of independent random variables uniformly 
dominated by a random variable. 
This result was extended by Bozorgnia and Rao [I] to sums, weighted 
by constants, of random elements taking values in a separable Banach 
space: 
THEOREM 2.1 [ 11. Let { V,; n 3 1) be a sequence of pairwise indepen- 
dent random elements taking values in a separable Banach space and 
untformly dominated by a random element V. 
Assume that EI)VIJ’<GO for some O<r<l. Let {a,k;n,k31) be a 
double sequence of real numbers satisfying the following conditions: 
(a) lim,,, maxk2, IadA =O, 
(b) Ck b, Ja,,,+jr < S for every n > 1, where S is a positive constant. 
Then, S, = Ck a I ank V, converges to zero in probability. 
Taylor, Raina, Calhoun, and Daffer [S] obtain a result in this way for 
sums of random elements in a Banach space of type p, 1 <p 6 2, weighted 
by random variables: 
THEOREM 2.2 [S]. Let {Xk} b e random elements in B, where B is a 
Banach space of type p, 1 < p < 2, and let EX, = 0 for each n, and {X,) 
untformly dominated by a positive random variable X, where xP[X’ > x] 
-+ 0 as x + co, for some r, 1 < r < p. Let ( ank > be random variables such 
that: 
( 1) { ank X, } are independent for each n, 
(2) for each n, ank is independent of X, for each k, 
(3) maxk (unkl -+ 0 U.S., 
(4) C; =, lankIT < M a.s. for each n, where M is a constant. 
Then, S, = C; =, ank X, --t 0 in probability. 
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In this paper, an extension of the original result of Rohatgi for randomly 
weighted sums of random elements in a normed linear space (not 
necessarily a Banach space) without geometric conditions is obtained. 
We have not imposed conditions a.s. on the random weights as in 
Theorem 2.2, but conditions on some of their moments; moreover, only a 
condition of uncorrelation between the random weights and the truncated 
random elements is required. 
Here is the result: 
THEOREM 2.3. Let { V,,} be a sequence of random elements in a separable 
normed linear space, untformly dominated by a random variable V, with 
EIVI’<coforsomer,O<r<l. 
Let {A,,; k = 1, 2, . . . . ,n; n 2 1) be an array of random variables such that: 
(1) lim,,, (max, E lA,,klr) = 0, 
(2) C; =, E’ (A,,(’ < C for each n, where C is a constant, 
(3) lAnkIT and W;, = (I V,jl’Z,,,,,, < EmI ,A,il,,, are uncorrelated random 
variables, for each k and every n. 
Then, S, = Cz = , A,, V, -+ 0 in probability. 
Proof Since E 1 VI’ < 00, we have 
xP[IV( >x”r] +o when x-+00. (2.1) 
Define 
Vrzk = 
i 
Auk vk if IIvkll <E-l iAnklr 
0 if I( vkll 2 E-’ lAnklr 
for each k = 1, 2, . . . . n and every n = 1, 2, . . . . 
Denote S,, = C; = I Vnk. 
Later, we shall use the notation I( v&II = IA,+1 Wnk, where 
if 11 vkll <E-l lArtklr 
if 1) v,jl 2 E-’ IAnklr. 
It follows that 
p~snn # &I < i p[ 11 vkll >, E-’ (A,k\r] 
k=l 
1 VI 2 E-’ lAnkI’] < i P[ 
k=l 
= i E’ 
k=l 
I&k\’ E-’ lAnkI’ p[ :I VI BE-’ lAnkI’]. 
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Using (2.1) and the conditions (l)-(2), given E > 0 we choose n, such 
that PCS,, # S,] < CE for all n > n,. 
Therefore, it suffices to prove that S,, -+ 0 in probability. 
For this E > 0, choose M such that 
x’P[,V( 2X]<& for x>M. 
Then, for any N > M, 
X ~-‘PllVIdxla’x=j*‘x’-~~[lvl~x]~x+j~x’~’~[~v,~x]~x 
0 
M N 
d s xr-’ dx+ s ex-’ dx 0 M 
,<H+elnN, where H = H(M, E). 
Note that the condition 1 - r < 1 assures the convergence of the integral. 
Therefore, for any s > 0, 
N-s N Xr-l 
s 
p[IVI~x]dx6N-“H+&N-.‘InN, 
0 
and so 
N-S N Xr-l 
s 
P[,l’, ax] dx+O when N-, GO. 
0 
(2.2) 
Integration by parts yields 
joNxrdpCI~V,~~<x]=xr~[l~Y,~l<x]I,N-rjo~x’-’P[l~Y,II<x]dx 
= -N’P[ 11 Vkll 2 N] + r JON x’- ‘P[ 11 Vkll 2 x] dx 
s 
N 
<r xr-’ PC, I’, ax] dx. 
0 
Moreover, r 
P[IlS,,Il>EI~~ 
(2.3) 
GE-’ 5 E((A,,,’ w;,) since O<r< 1. 
k=l 
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By the hypothesis of uncorrelation (3) and by (2.3), 
Using (1) and (2.2), for any arbitrary and fixed 6 > 0, 
for n sufficiently large. 
Therefore, for n suffkiently large, 
E 
k=l 
andhenceP[JIS,,(I>s]-+Owhenn+co. 
Then, S,, -+ 0 in probability, which implies the convergence in 
probability to zero of S,. 
3. COMPLETE CONVERGENCE 
Rohatgi [3] also obtains a result of convergence as. enlarging the 
imposed conditions to the constant weights and to the moments of the ran- 
dom variables. This result was extended by Bozorgnia and Rao [I] for 
random elements in a separable Banach space and constant weights. Later, 
Taylor, Raina, Calhoun, and Daffer [S] considered the case of random 
weights, obtaining the next theorem: 
THEOREM 3.1. [5]. Let (Vn> be independent random elements in a 
separable Banach space of type p, 1~ p < 2, with EV, = 0 for every n, and 
un$ormly dominated by a positive random variable X with EX’+ ‘I’ c 00, 
a > 0. 
Let (a,,} be a Toeplitz array of row-wise independent random variables 
683/25/l-10 
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such that maxk (unkl < Bn-” a.s. For each n, assume that {a,,} and { V,) are 
independent. 
Then, tick”=, unk vkti -+ 0 completely, and hence as. 
We obtain a result in this way for sums, weighted by a triangular array 
of random variables, of random elements in a normed linear space without 
geometric conditions, and without conditions of independence between 
random weights and random elements or between the random elements. 
Here is the result: 
THEOREM 3.2. Let {V,,} b e a sequence of random elements in a separable 
normed linear space, uniformly dominated by a random variable V, with 
EIVI’<C<co,forsome ldr<cc. 
Let {A,, ; k = 1,2, . . . . n; n > 1) be an array of random variables such that 
maxk IAnk( <Mn-* as. (M>O, constant)for some a> 1 + l/r. 
Then, S, = C; =, A,, V, -+ 0 completely, an hence as. 
ProoJ By the condition of uniform domination, 
EI(V,[(‘<E(VI’<C<co for every n. (3.1) 
Let E > 0 given. Then 
Therefore 
where A = A(&, M, Y). 
Using Minkowski’s inequality and (3.1), 
PI: ))S,II > E] d An-” [ f E”’ 11 vkii,’ 
k=l 
<An-““Cn’= ACn-‘(“-‘). 
The condition a > 1 + l/r implies - r( a - 1) < - 1. 
Therefore C,“= 1 P[ ((S,(( > E] -C co, i.e., {S,) converges completely to 
zero when n -+ co. 
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